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A common study design to map quantitative trait loci (QTL) is to compare the phenotypes and

marker genotypes of two or more siblings in a sample of unrelated sib groups, and to test for linkage

between chromosome location and quantitative trait values. The simplest case is sib pairs only, in

particular dizygotic twin pairs, and a simple and elegant regression method was proposed by

Haseman & Elston in 1972 to test for linkage. Since then, several other methods have been proposed

to test for linkage. In this study, we derived the statistical power of linear regression and maximum

likelihood methods to map QTL from sib pair data analytically, and determined which methods are

superior under which set of population parameters. In particular, we considered four regression-

based and three maximum likelihood-based approaches, and derived asymptotic approximations of

the mean test statistic and statistical power for each method. It was found, both analytically and

by computer simulation, that the revisited or new Haseman–Elston method (based upon the mean-

corrected crossproduct of the observations on sib-pairs) is less powerful than a full maximum

likelihood approach and is also inferior to the Haseman–Elston method under a realistic range of

values for the population parameters. We found that a simple regression method, based upon both

the squared difference and the mean-corrected squared sum of the observations on sib-pairs, is as

powerful as a full maximum likelihood approach. Our derivations of statistical power for regression

and maximum likelihood methods provide a simple way to compare alternative methods and obviate

the need to perform elaborate computer simulations. DZ twin pairs are likely to be more powerful

for linkage analysis than ordinary siblings because they may share more common environmental

effects, thereby increasing the proportion of within-family variance that is explained by a QTL.



Quantitative traits in human populations are generally thought to be influenced by multiple

genetic loci, as well as environmental factors. These traits, such as blood pressure, body-mass index

and cholesterol levels, are known to be risk factors for common non-Mendelian disorders such as

diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. Quantitative trait variation is proving difficult to dissect into

contributions from specific genetic loci, because the genotype of an individual cannot be uniquely

determined based upon phenotype and because variation from other genetic loci and environmental

factors obscures the effects of variation at any single locus. Nevertheless, linkage analysis is a proven

method to detect chromosome regions which co-segregate with a disease, and the same principles

have been used to map quantitative trait loci (QTL) in animal and human populations. One common
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Table 1. Proposed linkage analyses for quantitative traits on sib-pair data

Variablesa Method References

Y
"

and Y
#

ML parametric linkage analysis Amos & de Andrade (2001) and references therein
D# Linear regression Haseman & Elston (1972)
D# and S# Linear regression Drigalenko (1998) ; Xu et al. (2000) ; Forrest (2001)
CP Linear regression Drigalenko (1998) ; Elston et al. (2000)
D ML Kruglyak & Lander (1995)
D and S ML Wright (1997)
Y

"
and Y

#
ML variance components Goldgar (1990) ; Amos (1994) ; Fulker & Cherny (1996) ;

Wright (1997)

a Y
"
and Y

#
are observations on the sib-pairs. D, S, D#, S# and CP are the difference, mean-corrected sum, squared

difference, squared mean-corrected sum and the mean-corrected cross-product, respectively.

sampling design used in human populations to detect linkage is to obtain phenotypes and DNA

markers from multiple families consisting of two or more siblings, and to test the correlations

between each phenotype and the marker genotypes of the sibs. The simplest of these sampling

schemes, the sib-pair design, is when exactly two sibs are scored for a quantitative phenotype and

a set of genetic markers.

Much has been written about linkage analysis for complex quantitative traits under such a sib-pair

design, despite the fact that the nature of the data is exceedingly simple, for each of a set of n sib-

pairs, we have two phenotypic observations and measures on the number of alleles that the sibs share

identical by descent (IBD). In the case of fully informative markers, when the proportion of alleles

that two sibs or twins share at a particular locus in the genome is known without error, the data are

even simpler because the IBD proportion has only three distinct values, 0, "
#

or 1.

Nevertheless, a plethora of methods has been proposed for analysis of linkage using the sib-pair

design. The landmark paper by Haseman & Elston (1972) proposed using classic linear regression to

regress the squared sib-pair difference on the proportion of alleles shared IBD. As in Elston et al.

(2000) and Allison et al. (2000), we refer to this method as the old Haseman–Elston (HE) method.

Following this paper, it was suggested that the difference between the sib-pairs and maximum

likelihood (ML) be used to estimate relevant genetic parameters (Kruglyak & Lander, 1995), the

individual observations be used in a full ML analysis (Goldgar, 1990; Fulker & Cherny, 1996), the

mean-corrected cross-product of the sib-pair phenotypes be used in a regression analysis (Drigalenko,

1998; Elston et al. 2000; Allison et al. 2000) – called the revisited or new Haseman–Elston method

(NHE) or a combination of the mean-corrected squared sum and squared difference be used in a

regression analysis (Drigalenko, 1998; Xu et al. 2000; Forrest, 2001; Sham & Purcell, 2001; Wang

et al. 2001). The proposed methods have been tabulated in Table 1. In this study we will ignore

standard parametric linkage analysis for quantitative traits, in which the relationship between

genotype and phenotype is explicitly modelled in terms of the fixed effects of a finite number of

unobserved alleles, because of the well-documented problems with model specification and

computation (e.g. Amos & de Andrade, 2001, and references therein).

Currently it is difficult to compare the methods listed in Table 1 and suggested above, because the

distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis (no linked QTL), and under the alternative

hypothesis (linked QTL), has not been documented for all methods under similar models.

Comparisons in the literature have been based on theoretical calculations of the expected test

statistic under the alternative hypothesis of a linked QTL (Wright, 1997; Drigalenko, 1998; Sham

et al. 2000; Rijsdijk et al. 2001; Sham & Purcell, 2001), and on simulation studies calculating the

proportion of times the test statistic under the alternative hypothesis of a linked QTL exceeds a

tabulated value from a known distribution (e.g. Amos et al. 1997; Elston et al. 2000).
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A direct comparison has been hampered by:

(1) different assumptions about the genetic model. In simulation studies, a diallelic QTL is usually

simulated, even when the assumptions for the method of analysis require bivariate or

multivariate normality of QTL (e.g. Kruklyak & Lander, 1995; Fulker & Cherny, 1996; Wright,

1997; Forrest, 2001; Sham & Purcell, 2001).

(2) different parameters of the genetic model. For example, Elston et al. (2000), in their recent paper

in which they proposed the mean-corrected sib-pair crossproduct, used a single set of

parameters (a single diallelic additive QTL explaining 1}3 of the total variance, with no other

sources of covariance between sibs) to determine power. Their analysis showed that using the

cross-product was more efficient, and that the regression based upon cross-products appeared

to be equivalent in power to a full bivariate maximum likelihood method. However, Xu et al.

(2000) showed by simulation that in most cases the ‘old’ HE method was more powerful than

the new HE method, but this was based on a relatively rare QTL with an allele frequency of

0±10 that explained 10–40% of total variance.

(3) investigating the distribution under the null hypothesis separately from the power calculation.

For example, Allison et al. (1999, 2000) and Elston et al. (2000) addressed the distribution of the

test statistic under the null hypothesis of no linked QTL, whereas Fulker & Cherny (1996),

Wright (1997), Drigalenko (1998), Xu et al. (2000), Sham et al. (2000), Forrest (2001), Rijsdijk

et al. (2001) and Sham & Purcell (2001) assumed that this distribution was known and therefore

compared models based upon expected test statistic under the alternative hypothesis of a linked

QTL.

In this study, we have compared all the proposed methods, both theoretically and by simulation,

and calculated which methods are superior under which sets of population parameters. We have also

provided accurate predictions of previously published results, and explained why some methods are

superior to others. We have shown that an adaptation of the proposed method by Drigalenko (1998)

and Xu et al. (2000) provides a simple new test which is as powerful as a full maximum likelihood

approach. The proposed method is very similar to the weighted regression analysis recently proposed

by Forrest (2001). To derive the predictions, the variances of the squared differences, squared sums

and crossproducts of sib-pair phenotypes were derived under a fixed and random QTL model, and

the expected test statistics under the null and alternative hypotheses were calculated.

  

Assumptions and notation

Throughout, we assume (i) a single additive QTL, (ii) normally distributed polygenic, common

environmental and residual effects, and (iii) fully informative markers to determine the proportion

of alleles IBD at the QTL. Although we will present a simple derivation in the prediction of the

powers of the statistical tests to take account of markers not being fully-informative, it is unlikely

that there will be an interaction between the informativeness of markers and the relative statistical

powers of the tests. For the additive QTL, we assume either a QTL with a normal distribution of

allelic effects in the population, or a diallelic QTL.

At the population level, for sib j ( j¯ 1, 2) in sib-pair i, we decompose the phenotype (Y) into causal

components,

Y
ij
¯µ

ij
Q

ij
F

i
R

ij
, (1)

where µ is the fixed effect of covariates, Q is the QTL effect, F is the family effect common to the sibs,
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Table 2. Probabilities of sib-pair genotypes for a diallelic QTL in Hardy–Weinberg equilibriuma

Genotype Conditional probability, given
Unconditional probability

Sib 1 Sib 2 π¯ 0 π¯ "
#

π¯ 1

BB BB p% p$ p# "
%
p#(1p)#

bb bb (1®p)% (1®p)$ (1®p)# "
%
(1®p)#(2®p)#

Bb Bb 4p#(1®p)# p(1®p) 2p(1®p) p(1®p)[1p(1®p)]
BB Bb 2p$(1®p) p#(1®p) 0 "

#
p#(1®p#)

Bb BB 2p$(1®p) p#(1®p) 0 "
#
p#(1®p#)

Bb bb 2p(1®p)$ p(1®p)# 0 "
#
(1®p)#[1®(1®p)#]

bb Bb 2p(1®p)$ p(1®p)# 0 "
#
(1®p)#[1®(1®p)#]

BB bb p#(1®p)# 0 0 "
%
p#(1®p)#

bb BB p#(1®p)# 0 0 "
%
p#(1®p)#

Sum 1 1 1 1

a Based upon Table I of Haseman & Elston (1972).

and R is a residual effect specific to each sibling. It is assumed that E(F)¯E(R)¯ 0, so µ¯
E(Y)®E(Q). Family effects can be both genetic (due to variation at other loci) and due to a shared

environment ‘‘common’’ to sibs in the same pair. Likewise, the residual effect consists of an

environmental effect and a measurement error. This simple model leads to the following partition of

variation,

var(Y)¯var(Q)var(F)var(R). (2)

Without loss of generality, for a given parameterisation of the mean µ, we scale the phenotypic

standard deviation to unity, and define the variance ratios as, q#f#r#¯ 1. Hence, q# is the

proportion of population variance of the trait, adjusted for given fixed effects, explained by the QTL.

QTL models

Two models for the QTL are used in this study, the random additive QTL model and the diallelic

additive QTL model. For the random additive QTL model, the two QTL genotype effects of the

parents of the two sibs are presumed to have been chosen at random and independently from a

normal distribution of QTL genotype effects. Then, conditional on the proportion of marker alleles

(and hence QTL alleles) that the sibs share IBD (π), and using standard normal theory,

Q
i"

CN(0, q#), Q
i#

rπ¯πQ
i"
e

i#
rπ, e

i#
CN(0, q#) and var(e

i#
rπ)¯ (1®π#)q#. Hence, for the sibs

sharing 0, 1, or 2 alleles IBD, corresponding to π¯ 0, "
#

, 1, Q
i#

rπ¯ 0CN(0, q#), Q
i#

rπ¯ "
#
CN(

"
#
Q

i"
, $
%
q#), and Q

i#
rπ¯ 1CN( Q

i"
, 0). The joint distribution of the sibs’ phenotypes in a population

of sib-pairs is a mixture of three bivariate normal distributions, and not a single bivariate

distribution as is commonly assumed.

For an additive diallelic QTL, suppose the three genotypes at the QTL are bb, Bb and BB, with

means of ®α, 0, and α, respectively, and the frequency allele B is p. Assuming that genotypes are

in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, E(Q)¯ (2p®1)α and var(Q)¯ q#¯ 2p(1®p)α#.

The distributions of the sibs’ QTL genotypes, conditional on π, are more complicated than in the

random QTL model because they depend on the genotypes of the parental mating type. Following

Fisher (1918), they can be derived from the probabilities of the parental genotypes and are shown

in Table 2. Except for the additional column of the unconditional probabilities, this table is the same

as Table 1 of Haseman & Elston (1972).

Conditional on the proportion of QTL alleles shared IBD, the covariance between the traits on the

sib-pairs is cov(Y
i"
,Y

i#
rπ)¯ covπ ¯ f #πq# (e.g. Fulker & Cherny, 1996). Because we have scaled the
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Table 3. Differences, sums and cross-products of sib genotypes for a diallelic QTL

in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium

Genotype

Sib 1 Sib 2 D}αa S}αb CP}αc Probability

BB BB 0 ®2x2 x#®2x1 "
%
p#(1p)#

bb bb 0 ®2x®2 x#2x1 "
%
(1®p)#(2®p)#

Bb Bb 0 ®2x x# p(1®p)[1p(1®p)]
BB Bb 1 ®2x1 x#®x "

#
p#(1®p#)

Bb BB ®1 ®2x1 x#®x "
#
p#(1®p#)

Bb bb 1 ®2x®1 x#x "
#
(1®p)#[1®(1®p)#]

bb Bb ®1 ®2x®1 x#x "
#
(1®p)#[1®(1®p)#]

BB bb 2 ®2x x#1 "
%
p#(1®p)#

bb BB ®2 ®2x x#1 "
%
p#(1®p)#

a D¯ (Y
"
®µ)®(Y

#
®µ) ; µ¯ (2p®1)α ; 2α is the difference between the BB and bb genotypes.

b S¯ (Y
"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ) ; x¯ 2p®1.

c CP¯ (Y
"
®µ) (Y

#
®µ).

total phenotypic variance to unity, the conditional covariances correspond to conditional

correlations, ρπ ¯ f #πq#. For an additive QTL model, the sib correlation for sibs sharing 1 allele

IBD is equivalent to the population-wide correlation, ρπ ¯ ρ¯ f #"
#
q# (see also Wright, 1997).

It is important to note that, even conditional on the number of alleles shared IBD, the distribution

of a pair’s phenotypes is not bivariate normal. There are nine different combinations of the three

genotypic values for the sibs in the population (®α ®α ; …; 0 0; …; α α), so the genotypic

distribution is multinomial and not continuous, and therefore the distribution of the phenotypes is

not (bivariate) normal. For a QTL with a small effect, however, the assumption of bivariate

normality for each IBD class may be a good approximation of the actual distribution.

Regression methods

Where possible we will drop the subscript i which denotes the i-th sib-pair. Let Z be the difference,

squared difference, mean corrected squared sum, or mean corrected cross-product. These variables

are listed in Table 1. All proposed regression methods (Haseman & Elston, 1972; Drigalenko, 1998;

Elston et al. 2000; Forrest 2001; Xu et al. 2000) are of the form

Z¯γβΠE, (3)

where Π is the proportion of alleles shared IBD, and in full generality must be considered to be a

random variable. These methods proceed by calculating the usual least squares estimator, β# , of β

and applying tests for significance, see below. We note that if the joint distribution of Z and Π is

bivariate normal, the exact variance of β# is var(β# )¯var(E)}[(n®3)var(Π)] (e.g. Kendall & Stuart,

1977). However, the residual or error term, E, is not presumed to have a normal distribution and in

most applications has a skewed distribution and heteroscedastic variance. For sib-pair i, we define

a squared difference, a mean corrected squared sum, and and mean corrected cross-product as,

D#
i
¯ (Y

i"
®Y

i#
)# (4a)

S#
i
¯ [(Y

i"
®µ

i"
)(Y

i#
®µ

i#
)]# (4b)

CP
i
¯ (Y

i"
®µ

i"
)(Y

i#
®µ

i#
). (4c)
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Although we note that the effects of covariates of the sib-pairs (µ
ij
) can be different, in this study we

are concerned only with the variances and subsequently we will assume a single overall fixed effect

(µ) in our derivations. In previous regression-based linkage analyses, the choice of Z has been either

D# (Haseman & Elston, 1972), S#, CP (Drigalenko, 1998; Elston et al. 2000), or a weighted average

of D# and S# (Drigalenko, 1998; Xu et al. 2000; Forrest, 2001; Sham & Purcell, 2001). The value of

β is a simple function of q#, the proportion of variance in the population explained by the QTL, being

®2q#, 2q# and q# for D#, S# and CP, respectively (Haseman & Elston, 1972; Drigalenko, 1998;

Elston et al. 2000) The intercept γ is of no further interest.

To make a comparison between these regression methods, the variances of Z and E need to be

derived, both under the null hypothesis of no QTL effects and under the alternative hypothesis of

a linked QTL. The exact variance of Z is derived in Appendix I under the assumption of normality

of common family effects and individual residual effect (i.e. of F
i

and R
ij
). For the full model

(including a putative QTL),

var(E)¯var(Z)®β#var(Π). (5)

The variance of Π is the same for all regression models, because it depends only on the observed

genetic marker information of the sibs (and their parents). For a fully informative marker, the mean

and variance of Π are "
#

and "
)
, respectively (e.g. Rijsdijk et al. 2001). The usual way to test the

significance of β# is to calculate the ratio of the regression mean square to the residual mean square

under the full model (e.g. Allison et al. 2000; Elston et al. 2000; Haseman & Elston (1972) used the

square root of this test). The expectation of this test statistic, T, is

E(T)EE[Mean Square Regression]}E[Mean Square Error]

¯ [(n®1)var(Z)®(n®2)var(E)]}var(E)

¯ [var(Z)(n®2)β#}8]}[var(Z)®β#}8]

E 1[(n®2)β#}8]}var(Z). (6)

If Z were to be normally distributed, then T is distributed as a central or non-central F
(",n−#)

distribution, or, if n is large, a central or non-central χ#
(")

. However, in practice the test would be one-

sided, because the alternative hypothesis is that β in Equation (3) is either negative (when using D#)

or positive (when using S# or CP). Hence, the test statistic is zero if the estimated regression

coefficient is of the ‘wrong’ sign, and the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under the null

hypothesis of no linked QTL is "
#
χ#
(")

and "
#
χ#
(!)

. This suggests that for the different Z values, the means

of the test statistic T pertaining to D#, S# and CP are, respectively,

E(T
D#

)E (1®Prob(βW
D#

" 0))"
#
(n®2)q%}var(D#) (7a)

E(T
S#

)E (1®Prob(βW
S#

! 0))"
#
(n®2)q%}var(S#) (7b)

E(T
CP

)E (1®Prob(βW
CP

! 0))"
)
(n®2)q%}var(CP). (7c)

Under the null hypothesis of no linked QTL, the (1®Prob) terms are "
#
. From these equations for

the mean test statistic, and assuming that the distributions of these T statistics under the null

hypothesis are approximately the same, it can be concluded that (i) a test based upon S# is always

less powerful than a test based upon D#, because the variance of S# is always larger than the variance

of D# (see Appendix I, Forrest, 2001, and Sham & Purcell, 2001, and (ii) a test based upon CP is

more powerful than a test based upon D# only if the var(CP)! "
%
var(D#). In Appendix II we derive

a quadratic equation which specifies when the power of a test based upon D# and CP is equal.
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Several authors have used the classical result of statistics that D and S, and thus D# and S#, are

independent and therefore combining the information on the difference and the sum of the sib-pair

phenotypes is more efficient than using the difference or sum (or their square) only (Wright, 1997;

Drigalenko, 1998; Fulker & Cherny, 1996; Amos et al. 1997; Forrest 2001). Because D# and S# are

independent, the expected correlation between the estimated regression coefficients from regression

of D# and S# on π is also zero (Drigalenko, 1998). This suggests combining the two regression

coefficients, by weighting them according to the inverse of their variance, to give β#
D

#
,S

#
¯

"
#
[(1®w

"
) β#

S
#
®w

"
β#
D

#
], with w

"
¯ [1}var(β#

D
#
)]}[1}var(β#

D
#
)1}var(β#

S
#
)]. The properties of this test

are, β
D

#
,S

#
¯ q#, var(β#

D
#
,S

#
)¯ "

%
w

"
var(β#

D
#
) and, T

D
#
,S

#
¯ (β#

D
#
,S

#
)#}var(β#

D
#
,S

#
). Using the previous

results (Equations (5) to (7)), the expected value of this test statistic is,

E(T
D

#
,S

#
)E (1®Prob(βW

D
#
,S

#
! 0))"

#
(n®2)q%}var(D#)®"

#
(n®2)q%}var(S#). (8)

By comparing equation (8) to equation (7), and noting that the new test is also based upon 1 degree

of freedom, it is clear that the expected test statistic is always larger than the expected test statistic

from using either D# or S#. This argument is similar to that used by Wright (1997), who showed

elegantly that, when using maximum likelihood, the expected LOD score from using the difference

and the sum of the sibs ’ phenotypes is larger than the LOD score from using either, and the

derivation of Drigalenko (1998), who showed that both D# and S# are a simple linear function of the

proportion IBD. The test statistic from the regression models can also be expressed as a likelihood

ratio test (LRT), LRTEnln(1T²df1}df2´), where df1 and df2 are the degrees of freedom in the

numerator and denominator for test statistic T (e.g. Baret et al. 1998). For large n, and df1¯ 1,

LRTEnln(1T}df2)ET, and, E(LRT
D

#
,S

#
)EE(LRT

D
#
)E(LRT

S
#
)®1, which is similar to

Wright’s (1997) derivation for the test statistic under maximum likelihood when using both the

difference and sum of observations on sib-pairs. Note that Wright used ELOD to indicate the

expected value of the LOD score, but that strictly speaking his ELOD are not expected values of the

test statistic, because they ignore the expectation of the test statistic under the null hypothesis ;

ELOD are always greater than zero if the variance components are tested with a likelihood ratio test.

In effect, the terms called ELOD are non-centrality parameters of the χ# distribution (Fulker &

Cherny, 1996).

The suggested new and simple test based upon the two regression coefficients is very similar to the

test proposed by Drigalenko (1998) and Xu et al. (2000). The difference is that we have used the fact

that the difference and mean-corrected sum are uncorrelated, and that the correlation between the

regression coefficients based upon these traits is zero. Drigalenko (1998) showed this independence,

but assumed that the variance of the residuals from the regressions of D# and S# were the same. Xu

et al. (2000) proposed to estimate the covariance between the regression coefficients from the data,

which makes the method inexact, somewhat cumbersome, and not easy to use in standard regression

software; this is not necessary. It is shown below that our simple test has, approximately, equivalent

power to a full maximum likelihood approach.

Very recently, Forrest (2001) proposed a weighted regression analysis which is almost identical to

the one proposed above. The only (slight) difference is that Forrest (2001) proposed to re-estimate

the residual variances after estimating a single regression coefficient (β#
D

#
,S

#
) from a weighted analysis

using the separate regressions of D# and S#. This makes the method iterative, because the residual

variances depend on the value of the regression coefficient and vice versa. Our method appears

identical to that of Forrest (2001) if the iterations are stopped after one round. Forrest (2001) noted

that only a few iterations are needed to achieve convergence, which suggests that the difference in

inference based upon our proposed method and his iterative weighted analysis is likely to be small.
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Maximum likelihood

Two maximum likelihood (ML) approaches have been proposed in the literature, one based upon

the sib-pair difference (D) (Haseman & Elston, 1972; Kruglyak & Lander, 1995) and the other a full

bivariate analysis of the individual observations on the sib-pairs (Hopper & Mathews, 1982; Goldgar,

1990; Amos, 1994; Fulker & Cherny, 1996; Wright, 1997; Sham et al. 2000; Rijsdijk et al. 2001).

Although there is more information in the full bivariate model, as was shown clearly by Wright

(1997) and Fulker & Cherny (1996), we have derived the expected test statistics for both approaches

so that they can be compared to the test statistics from the regression analyses.

ML on sib-pair difference

In the case of fully informative markers, the likelihood function for the full model can be expressed

as,

®2ln(L
u
rD)¯3nπln(σ#π)3SSπ}(σ#π), (9)

where the summation is over the three IBD groups (π¯ 0, "
#
, 1), and SS is the sum of squares of the

sib-pair differences. If we do not put any (biologically plausible) restrictions on the variance

components, the ML estimates from the complete (full) model are σ#π ¯SSπ}nπ. Under the alternative

hypothesis of no QTL effect, i.e. for the reduced model, all three variances are equal, and the estimate

of the population variance (of sib differences) is, σ#¯3SSπ}3nπ ¯SS}n. Values of (minus twice) the

maximum log-likelihood are obtained by substituting the estimates of the variance for the full and

reduced model in Equation (9). To calculate the expected test statistic under the alternative

hypothesis of a linked QTL, we assume a large number of sib-pairs, so that nπ ¯ "
%
n, "

#
n and "

%
n, for

π¯ 0, "
#
and 1, and that the expected value of the population variance under the reduced model is

E(σ#)¯ 2(r#"
#
q#). The likelihood ratio test (LRT) is T

ML(D)
¯²®2ln(ML

reduced
)®2ln(ML

full
)´, and

its expectation is

E(T
ML(D)

)¯ dfnλ

¯ 2nln[(r#"
#
q#)"/#]}[(r#)"/%(r#q#)"/%]

¯ 2nln[(1®ρ
"/#

)"/#]}[(1®ρ
!
)"/%(1®ρ

"
)"/%], (10)

where λ is the non-centrality parameter of a non-central χ# distribution with 2 degrees of freedom

(df ). If no restrictions are applied to the three variances in the full model, this test is simply a test

for heterogeneous variances. The non-centrality parameter is identical to that used by Fulker &

Cherny (1996). Wright (1997) used a similar derivation, but termed λ ‘ELOD’ (expectation of the

LOD score), i.e. ignoring the degrees of freedom.

In practice, we would wish to impose restrictions on the three variances estimated under the full

model to ensure the fitted model was biologically plausible (Kruglyak & Lander, 1995). For an

additive model, the likelihood function for the full model is then ®2ln(L
r
rD)¯3nπ

ln[2(r#(1®π)q#)]3SSπ}[2(r#(1®π)q#)]. The non-centrality parameter is the same as before, but

the LRT now has only 1 degree of freedom. In addition, because the alternative hypothesis proposes

a positive QTL variance, the test is one-sided and the expected test statistic becomes E(T
ML(D)

)¯
(1®Prob(LRT¯ 0))nλ. Under the null hypothesis of no QTL variance, (i.e. λ¯ 0) the probability

that the LRT is zero is "
#
, for large n (Self & Liang, 1987; Almasy & Blangero, 1998; Baret et al. 1998).

For a powerful experiment Prob(LRT¯ 0)¯ 0, the expected test statistic is 1nλ, i.e. the same

as in the unrestricted model, apart from the difference in degrees of freedom.
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If both f # and q# are small relative to r#, the expected test statistics from a regression analysis of

D# (Equations (7)) and an ML analysis of D are identical (i.e. λ¯ q%}16), which suggests that for large

studies that aim to detect QTL effects of moderate size (say, q#! 0±20), there is no difference in power

between a regression approach and a maximum likelihood approach based upon the difference of the

sib-pair observations.

Bivariate analysis

We write the full likelihood function as

®2ln(L r y
ij
)¯3nπlnrVπ r3[SSπ( f #q#r#)®2CPπ(f #πq#)]}[rVπ r] (11)

with rVπr¯ ( f #q#r#)#®( f #πq#)#. SSπ and CPπ are the sum of the squares, 33(y
ij
®µ)# and sum

of cross-products 3(y
i"
®µ)(y

i#
®µ) for the IBD group determined by π. For the reduced model (q#

¯ 0), two parameters are estimated. Their ML estimates are, f #¯ΣCPπ}n, and r#¯
Σ[SSπ®2CPπ]}(2n). Asymptotically, the resulting value of (minus twice) the maximum log-

likelihood for the reduced model is ®2ln(ML
reduced

)¯n[ln(1®( f #"
#
q#)#)2].

For the full model, in which three variances are estimated, ®2ln(ML
full

)¯
n["

%
ln(1®f %)"

#
ln(1®( f #"

#
q#)#)"

%
ln(1®( f #q#)#)2]. The resulting LRT has expectation, E(T

ML
)

¯ znλ
ML

, with z the expected value of the test statistic when q# is zero, and

λ
ML

¯ ln²[1®( f #"
#
q#)#]"/#}[(1®f %)"/%(1®(f #q#)#)"/%]´

¯ ln²(1®ρ#
"/#

)"/#}[(1®ρ#
!
)"/%(1®ρ#

"
)"/%]´. (12)

Wright (1997) and Fulker & Cherny (1996) derived the ratio of the non-centrality parameters from

the full ML bivariate model (Equation (12)) and the ML model based upon the differences (Equation

(10)). This ratio quantifies the extra information provided by the sum of the sib-pair observations.

Assume that ρ#π is small, so that ln(1®ρ#π)E®ρ#π gives a value of λ
ML

¯ q%}8, i.e. twice the value of

the parameter from using the sib-pair difference only (Sham et al. 2000). The same approximation is

obtained for the new regression test based upon D# and S#. Hence, this shows that, for a realistic

range of parameters (say, f #q#! 0±3), the simple regression approach is as powerful as a full

bivariate maximum likelihood method.

The distribution of the LRT under the null hypothesis is complicated, because it depends on the

population value of f #. If f # is not zero, then the estimate of the QTL variance is expected to be zero

with a probability of "
#
. However, if both f # and q# are zero, the LRT to test the QTL variance is

expected to be zero with a probability " "
#
, because the estimate of the QTL variance is zero if there

is no evidence of a sibling covariance (i.e. estimate of f # from the reduced model is zero) or if there

is no evidence of a QTL variance in addition to a familial correlation. Asymptotically, the probability

of f ##¯ 0 is "
#
and the probability of q# #¯ 0 given that f ##" 0 is ("

#
)("

#
)¯ "

%
, so that we expect the LRT

for q#¯ 0 to be zero with a probability of $
%

and the expected LRT¯ "
%
(df )$

%
(0)¯ "

%
.

Simulation of test statistics and powers, and their predictions

All the theoretical predictions were validated by simulation, performed by programs written by

the first author in Fortran and are available upon request. Phenotypes and the proportion of alleles

IBD for sib-pairs were simulated according to the random or fixed QTL model from equation (1),

using a normal distribution of family and residual effects. Each simulated data set on n sib-pairs was

analysed using the four linear regression models (D#, S#, CP, D# & S#) and three maximum likelihood
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Table 4. Comparison of simulated mean test statistics with theoretical values and proportions in the

5% and 1% tails, for different methods of linkage analysis and model parameters under the null

hypothesis of no linked QTL

n q# f # Methoda Tb E(T)c α
!
±
!&

d α
!
±
!"

d

100 0±0 0±0 D# 0±50 0±5 0±049 0±010
S# 0±50 0±5 0±048 0±009
CP 0±52 0±5 0±052 0±011
D# & S# 0±50 0±5 0±048 0±009
ML

u
(D) 2±06 2 0±053 0±011

ML
r
(D) 0±52 0±5 0±051 0±012

ML 0±21 0±25e 0±033 0±003
1000 0±0 0±0 D# 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±010

S# 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±010
CP 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±011
D# & S# 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±011
ML

u
(D) 1±98 2 0±049 0±010

ML
r
(D) 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±011

ML 0±19 0±25 0±028 0±003
1000 0±0 0±25 D# 0±49 0±5 0±051 0±009

S# 0±51 0±5 0±052 0±011
CP 0±50 0±5 0±049 0±011
D# & S# 0±50 0±5 0±051 0±010
ML

u
(D) 1±98 2 0±049 0±011

ML
r
(D) 0±49 0±5 0±052 0±010

ML 0±50 0±5f 0±052 0±011

a D#, regression of squared differences on proportion IBD; S#, regression of mean-corrected squared sum on
proportion IBD; CP, regression of mean-corrected cross-product on proportion IBD; D# & S#, weighted regression
of D# and S# on the proportion IBD; ML

u
(D), maximum likelihood of sib-pair difference without a restriction of the

parameter estimates ; ML
r
(D), maximum likelihood of sib-pair difference, restricting estimates of the causal

components to be postive; ML, full bivariate maximum likelihood.
b Mean test statistic from 10,000 simulations.
c Theoretical values from the main text.
d Empirical 5% and 1% type-I error rates from 10,000 simulations.
e Assuming f #¯ 0.
f Assuming f #" 0.

models (unconstrained ML on D, constrained ML on D, full bivariate ML). The maximum of the

likelihood was found through a hill-climbing routine (Press et al. 1992). To investigate the behaviour

of the test statistic under the null hypothesis of no linked QTL, and to calculate the mean test

statistic and power in the presence of QTL effects, 10,000 replicates were simulated for each set of

population parameters.

Calculations of the expected test statistics for each of the four regression models and three ML

models were based upon the above derivations. Statistical power was calculated assuming that all

tests followed a non-central χ# distribution, with the non-centrality parameter as calculated above.

The thresholds used in these predictions were taken from the 1% and 5% tails of a central χ#

distribution with 1 degree of freedom (all regression models, restricted ML using sib-pair differences,

bivariate ML) or 2 degrees of freedom (unrestricted ML using sib-pair differences). For those tests

based upon 1 degree of freedom, a one-sided test was assumed, so that the threshold corresponded

to a test statistic which is a mixture of zero and χ#
(")

.



Data were generated under the null hypothesis of no QTL effects, and the mean test statistics over

10,000 replicates, and their predictions based upon the derived analytical expressions are presented

in Table 4. In general, predictions were very close to the simulated values. The empirical 5% and
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Table 5. Comparison of simulated mean test statistics and power with theoretical values for different

regression methods of linkage analysis

n q#a f # Methodb Tc E(T)d Power(0±01) E(Power(0±01))d

1000 0±2 0±0 D# 4±0 4±0 0±29 0±28
CP 5±7 5±7 0±44 0±44
D# & S# 5±8 5±9 0±45 0±45

0±2 D# 5±8 5±9 0±45 0±46
CP 5±2 5±4 0±40 0±41
D# & S# 7±1 7±3 0±56 0±57

0±4 D# 10±2 10±3 0±78 0±77
CP 4±8 4±8 0±36 0±36
D# & S# 11±2 11±4 0±83 0±81

0±3 0±0 D# 8±3 8±4 0±66 0±65
CP 10±5 10±8 0±79 0±79
D# & S# 11±6 11±9 0±84 0±84

0±2 D# 13±0 13±2 0±88 0±88
CP 10±0 10±0 0±76 0±75
D# & S# 15±7 15±8 0±94 0±94

0±4 D# 24±1 24±2 1±00 0±99
CP 8±8 8±9 0±68 0±68
D# & S# 26±1 26±3 1±00 1±00

a Additive diallelic QTL with allele frequency of allele B of 0±10.
b See Table 4 for definition of methods.
c Test statistic, from 10,000 simulations.
d Theoretical values from the main text.

1% type-I error rates, assuming that the tests were distributed proportional to a central χ#, are also

shown in Table 4. The SE of the mean test statistics were in the range of 0±01 to 0±02, and the SE

of the proportions of test statistics in the 5% and 1% tails of the distribution were, approximately,

0±002 and 0±001, respectively. For all tests, except for the likelihood ratio test from the bivariate

model when there was no family correlation ( f #¯ 0), the observed type-I errors were remarkably

close to the theoretical ones, given that the χ# distribution is an asymptotic result and requires

normality of the residuals in the linear model. In the case of squared differences and sums and the

cross-products, the Z values are clearly not normally distributed, but apparently the test is robust

to these violations of assumptions, at least at the 5% and 1% tails of the distribution. When f #¯
0, the mean of the LRT from the bivariate model is reasonably predicted (0±25 predicted versus C 0±2
observed), but the test, assuming "

%
χ#
(")

and $
%
χ#
(!)

, is too conservative. In the presence of a residual

family correlation ( f #" 0), the test statistic appears to be close to its approximation of "
#
χ#
(")

and

"
#
χ#
(!)

.

Table 5 shows a comparison of the power of QTL detection for three regression models, assuming

a diallelic QTL with a frequency of the increasing allele of 0±10. The parameters chosen were a subset

of those considered by Xu et al. (2000), who used the z-statistic (the square root of our test statistic)

in their simulations. The SEs of the mean test statistics were in the range of 0±04 to 0±09, and the

SEs of the observed powers were in the range of 0 to 0±005. The theoretical values of the expected

test statistic, E(T), and power, E(Power), were in excellent agreement with values observed from

simulations. Clearly, our new method based upon a regression of both D# and S# is superior to both

the old and new Haseman-Elston methods, especially when f #" 0±2, and the power of the new HE

depends critically on the value of f #, as predicted theoretically (see Appendix II). In Figure 1, the

relative power of the old and new HE method is shown as a function of the population sib correlation

and the proportion of variance explained by the QTL effect. Unless the population sib correlation is

moderate to low (! 0±27), the old HE method has superior power to the new HE method.
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Figure 1. Relative power of the old and new Haseman–Elston method calculated from the theoretical
predictions of the test statistics. The curve of equal expected test statistic was calculated in Appendix II for
a random QTL.

Table 6. Comparison of simulated mean test statistics and power with theoretical values for regression

and maximum likelihood methods of linkage analysis

n q#a f # Methodb Tc E(T)d Power(0±01)e E(Power(0±01))e

100 0±5 0±0 Reg 4±9 4±9 0±36 0±37
ML 4±3 5±0 0±32 0±37

0±25 Reg 7±9 8±0 0±63 0±62
ML 8±6 8±9 0±68 0±69

1000 0±1 0±0 Reg 2±2 2±3 0±06 0±11
ML 1±7 2±3 0±11 0±11

0±25 Reg 2±6 2±7 0±14 0±15
ML 2±6 2±7 0±15 0±15

0±2 0±0 Reg 6±2 6±2 0±48 0±48
ML 5±7 6±2 0±45 0±48

0±25 Reg 8±3 8±3 0±63 0±65
ML 8±4 8±4 0±68 0±65

a Additive diallelic QTL with allele frequency of allele B of 0±50.
b Reg¯ regression method based upon D# and S# , ML¯bivariate maximum likelihood method.
c Test statistic, from 10,000 simulations.
d Theoretical values, assuming that the probability of observing a zero test statistic was 0.
e Thresholds used for the observed and theoretical power calculations were from a "

#
χ# distribution.

In Table 6, a comparison is made between the regression method based upon D# and S#, and a full

bivariate maximum likelihood method. The SEs of the mean test statistics were in the range of 0±03

to 0±06, and the SEs of the powers in the range of 0±002 to 0±005. Theoretical predictions were close

to the observed values from simulation, and the methods are, as anticipated, virtually identical in

statistical power. The prediction of the test statistic and power was made assuming that the

probability of observing a zero test statistic under the null hypothesis was "
#
, and that the probability

of observing a zero test statistic under the alternative hypothesis was 0. The predictions in Table 6

assume that the probability of observing a zero test statistic was negligible. However, for less
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powerful designs (e.g. n¯ 100 and q#! 0±03) this probability can be relatively large (0±10–0±20), so

that the average test statistic and power were lower than predicted. These designs were not further

explored, because they correspond to low power (! 0±20 for a 1% type-I error rate) and are therefore

not of practical importance.

The results from Tables 5 and 6 highlight the relatively low power of the sib-pair method to detect

a QTL. For example, even with 1000 sib-pairs, the QTL needs to explain 20% or more of the total

variance to have a reasonable chance of being detected.



We have shown, through analytical predictions and simulations studies, that for an additive QTL

and a fully informative marker, it is relatively straightforward to predict the power of regression and

maximum likelihood linkage approaches to map a QTL. Our results can therefore be used to predict

the power of study designs without having to perform elaborate simulation studies. We have also

shown that a simple combination of the regression coefficients obtained from regressions of the

squared difference and of the squared sum of the sib-pair observations gives an expected test statistic

with power which is essentially the same as that from a full maximum likelihood analysis.

Very recently, Sham & Purcell (2001) showed the asymptotic equivalence between the regression

and maximum likelihood approach, by deriving the non-centrality parameter of a generalised

likelihood-ratio test for both methods. Their derivations were based upon the assumption of a

bivariate normal distribution of the sibs’ trait values in the population, and, implicitly, on normality

of D#, S# and CP. Sham & Purcell (2001) confirmed the equivalence through a simulation study of

10000 sib-pairs in which a di-allelic QTL explained 5 or 10% of the total variance. From our study,

the simulation results suggest that the assumption of normality of the Z values gives very good

approximations of the expected value of the test statistic and statistical power, despite the fact that

the assumption is per definition not correct. The assumption of a single bivariate normal distribution

of sib trait values is equivalent to assuming that the QTL explains a small (strictly infinitessimal)

proportion of total variance. In that case, our results in terms of the variances of D#, S# and CP and

the expected test statistic or non-centrality parameter (Equations 7–9 and Appendix I) are

equivalent to those of Sham & Purcell (2001), who showed elegantly that the variances of D#, S# and

CP become 8(1®ρ)#, 8(1ρ)# and (1ρ#), respectively. For a QTL of small effect, such as used in the

simulation study of Sham & Purcell (2001), the approximations of the variances and of subsequent

power are close to the true values. In the most extreme case where all variance is explained by a

random QTL, the true variance of D# is 3±5 (Equation [A2]) whereas the approximation assuming

bivariate normality gives a value of 2±0.

Assumptions

A number of assumptions have been made in this study, and the possible impact of these will be

discussed in turn. At the individual’s level, the random family and residual effects were assumed to

be normally distributed. This is a fairly standard assumption. In practice, non-normal trait could be

transformed to normality, or the statistical analysis could take account of the actual distribution of

the data. However, following the results from mapping QTL in line-crosses (e.g., Visscher et al.

1996a), for the purposes of this study, i.e. QTL detection, it is doubtful if much power is gained by

transforming the Y values or by performing a statistical analysis which properly takes account of the
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distribution of the random effects. For the QTL, we have assumed either a fixed or a random effects

model. In practice, the ‘true’ model will be somewhere between these extremes; perhaps a few alleles

with large effects and many alleles with small effects. Our results show that if the QTL does not

explain a large amount of variance, say, less than 20% of total variance, then the normal QTL model

is a good approximation of the diallelic model.

For the regression-based analyses, we have calculated and tested for significance the least-squares

estimator (β# ) of β. In practice, other robust methods for estimating could also be used to protect

against influential points and outliers, and add credibility to findings.

We have assumed an additive QTL model in our predictions and simulations. It would be

relatively straightforward (but tedious) to incorporate dominance effects in the predictions by

expanding Table 3. At present, no human QTLs have been cloned, and it is too early to be dogmatic

about their gene action. In any case, even when no dominance effects are fitted in the model of

analysis, an additive model would absorb some of the dominance variation. Variance component

analysis on extended pedigrees usually fit additive QTL effects only (e.g. Almasy & Blangero, 1998).

We have assumed that the IBD status of sib-pairs can be assigned unambiguously, i.e. the markers

are fully informative. It is simple to relax this assumption, because the only impact of uncertainty

of IBD status is on the variance of Π in the population (Sham et al. 2000). The less marker

information available, the more sib-pairs will be in or close to the group of π¯ "
#
, because this is the

expected value in the absence of any marker information. If P
inf

is the proportion of sib-pairs where

we can assign IBD status without error, and (1®P
inf

) the proportion of sib-pairs with non-

informative markers, then the three IBD groups are in proportion "
%
P

inf
, 1®"

#
P

inf
and "

%
P

inf
, and the

resulting variance of the proportion IBD in the population is, var(Π)¯P
inf

}8. These results can be

used in, for example, Equations (5) and (6), to adjust predictions (e.g. Sham et al. 2000). Elston et

al. (2000) and Fulker & Cherny (1996) considered examples of 10 cM spaced markers with 5

equifrequent alleles each, an additive QTL which explained "
$

of the total variance and 1000 sib-

pairs. For a single marker, this results in a probability of informativeness of 0±576, and, assuming

that at any point of the chromosome we have two closely spaced markers, we can approximate the

overall probability of informativeness as 1®(1®0±576)#¯ 0±82. For P
inf

¯ 0±82, we predict an

average test statistic of 8±5 when using D# and 11±4 when using CP. These values are very close to

the simulated values derived by Fulker & Cherny (1996) and Elston et al. (2000).

When markers are not fully informative, methods have been proposed to take account properly

of the uncertainty in estimating π (Kruglyak & Lander, 1995). However, several authors have shown,

both in line crosses and for sib-pair designs, that the simple approach which uses the estimates of π

as if they were known (the ‘expectation approach’) is as powerful as the complete ‘distributional

approach’ (e.g. Haley & Knott, 1992; Fulker & Cherny, 1996; Gessler & Xu, 1996).

In our predictions for the regression models, we assume that the test statistic is distributed as a

central χ# under the null hypothesis of no linked QTL. Our results suggest that the predictions are

robust to violations of this assumption, at least at the 5% and 1% levels of significance. Elston et

al. (2000) and Allison et al. (2000) investigated the behaviour of the test statistic under the null

hypothesis in more detail, and noted departures in the extreme tails. In practice, it would be

straightforward to set one’s own null distribution, by using a permutation test in which IBD

coefficients are permuted across sib pairs.

In both our predictions and simulations, we have ignored the estimation of the mean. We do not

believe that this has influenced any of the results, because for a reasonable sample size (n" 100), the

mean can be estimated with little error, and pre-correcting the observations for the overall mean only

induces a very small correlation between residuals (Elston et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2001). Very

recently, Wang et al. (2001) investigated the variance of cross-products of sib-pair values when the
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product was uncorrected, corrected for the overall mean, or corrected for the family mean. Power of

regression methods was parameterised as the ‘‘residual ratio ’’, which is the ratio of unexplained to

total variance of the dependent variable, i.e. similar to our use of the residual variance in Equation

(5). However, Wang et al. (2001) derived their results from a one-way ANOVA between and within

IBD groups, and their analysis is therefore based upon two degrees of freedom. The authors appear

to suggest that a standard F-test is employed to test for linkage. This suggested test is equivalent

to a test of heterogeneous variances between the three IBD groups, without taking into account the

biological nature of the data, and, as the authors acknowledge, is less powerful than a regression

approach (Wang et al. 2001). Notwithstanding the above, practitioners need to be aware that

essentially different ‘traits ’ are being considered for each set of covariates taken into account in

‘adjusting’ the mean, and these adjustments could have a major impact on the QTL effect (Hopper,

1993).

Comparison of predictions with published results

There have been a number of published results on sib-pairs from simulation studies which we can

compare with our theoretical calculations. For example, in addition to the case of n¯ 1000, q#¯ "
$
,

f #¯ 0 (Fulker & Cherny, 1996; Wright, 1997; Elston et al. 2000), Xu et al. (2000) simulated various

scenarios for an additive QTL with allele frequency of 0±10 and fully informative markers, for 1000

sib-pairs. Their results (expressed in the test statistic z, the square root of our T) are well predicted

when using our predictions (Equations (7) and (8)). For example, for q#¯ 0±3 and f #¯ 0±5, we predict

z-statistics of 6±0, 2±9 and 6±1, when using D#, CP, and a combination of D# and S#. From the graphs

of Xu et al. (2000), the corresponding values from simulations were 5±6, 2±7, and 5±9. Our predicted

(and simulated) test statistics are slightly larger, which may be because we have not estimated the

sampling correlation between the two regression coefficients from the data, as Xu et al. (2000)

proposed, but have used the correct value of zero correlation.

Twin studies

Dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs are a subset of the general population of sib-pairs and are particularly

useful given that there is no need to adjust mean values for age and for sex if same-sex pairs only

are used, so the methodology described in this study is appropriate for analysis of collections of DZ

pairs. In addition, DZ twin pairs are likely to share more environmental effect than ordinary sib-

pairs because they are matched for age, resulting in a larger between family component of variance,

so that the proportion of within-family variance that is explained by the QTL, and hence power, may

be larger for twin pairs. Schork & Xu (2000) recently suggested that the general framework of ML

variance component analysis, which in the case of pair of sibs reduces to the bivariate analysis

described in this study, is appropriate for QTL detection using both DZ and MZ pairs. However, MZ

pairs do not add information on linkage, because they are identical at all genetic loci, including the

QTL. One reason to include MZ pairs would be to get more accurate estimates of fixed effects when

adjusting the mean for measured covariates, and to allow partitioning of family effects into a shared

environmental and a (polygenic) genetic effect in a full likelihood analysis (Schork & Xu, 2000).

Conclusions

Which method to use in practice depends on a number of factors, but usually the availability of

appropriate software is one consideration. If there are many covariates to be adjusted for in the sibs

means, then a full maximum likelihood may be recommended. However, the full ML approach
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assumes random samples and this may not be appropriate. All regression models are based upon

functions of the individual sib-pair observations adjusted for the sib means. However, when there are

few covariates to be fitted, the regression method based upon the regression coefficients obtained

from the squared differences and squared mean-corrected sums could be used because of its simplicity

and power. This analysis is easy to perform, using standard statistical software, and lends itself to

computer intensive resampling schemes such as permutations tests (Churchill & Doerge, 1994) and

bootstrapping (Visscher et al. 1996b).

If the choice is between the old and new Haseman-Elston method, then the preference depends on

the (unknown) population parameters f # and q#. Results from twin analyses of risk factors for

common diseases suggest that the value of (f #"
#
q#), i.e. the correlation between DZ twins, is rarely

greater than 0±5 and more typically in the range of 0±2 to 0±4 (e.g. Poulsen et al. 1999; Harrap et al.

2000). Therefore, there is no strong preference for either method (see Figure 1 and Appendix II). One

could estimate the sib correlation from the data (ignoring a putative QTL), and decide on the method

to use. However, the simple weighted average of the regression coefficients from using D# and S# is,

on average, more powerful.

Numerous studies, including the present one, have highlighted the need for large numbers of sib-

pairs to increase the power of detection. From studies on experimental populations and outbred

animal populations (e.g. Lynch & Walsh, 1998), it appears that the largest QTLs segregating in those

populations explain up to C 20% of the phenotypic variance. If the effect of QTLs in human

populations is similar, large numbers of sib-pairs (" 1000) are needed to map such loci. Power can

be increased dramatically by including other relatives of the sibs for whom phenotype and marker

information has also been collected (Duggirala et al. 1996; Almasy & Blangero, 1998).

This work was supported by the the UK Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council, and by the
National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia. We thank Chris Haley and Mike Goddard for helpful
discussions, and two referees for useful comments.

 

Variances of functions of observations on sib-pairs

Under the assumption of a bivariate normal distribution of the random family and residual effects,

we derive the mean and variance of the sib-pair squared difference, mean-corrected squared sum and

crossproduct, for a fixed and random QTL. The results are exact, i.e. no approximations are

involved. All derivations were validated by computer simulation.

We have used the following, for two traits Y
"

and Y
#

, with means µ
"

and µ
#
, which are

jointly distributed as bivariate normal, E(Y
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)´# ; E(Y

i
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)%¯ 3²var(Y

i
)´# (see Kendall & Stuart,

1977). The general problem in working out the variances of the squared sums, squared dif-

ferences and crossproducts is that, (i) the existence of a QTL makes the variances in the three IBD

groups unequal, so that the population variance is a weighted average of the group variances, and

(ii), for a diallelic QTL, even within an IBD group the distribution is not bivariate normal. The first

issue was tackled by first deriving higher order terms for each of the three IBD groups, and then

weighting these terms by the expected proportion in each class. The second issue was addressed by

extending the table I of Haseman & Elston (1972) to higher order terms (see Table 3). For a normally

distributed random QTL, we assume that µ
"
¯µ

#
¯µ and var(Y

"
)¯var(Y

#
)¯var(Y).
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Variance of D#

For the variance of the squared difference, we need to calculate,

var(Y
"
®Y

#
)#¯E[(Y

"
®µ

"
)®(Y

#
®µ

#
)]%®²E[(Y

"
®µ

"
)®(Y

#
®µ

#
)]#´#. (A1)

The second term has the same expectation for a random or fixed QTL, and is the variance of the

difference, E[(Y
"
®µ

"
)®(Y

#
®µ

#
)]#¯var(D)¯ 2(1®( f #"

#
q#)). For a normally distributed random

QTL, using the above bivariate moments, it follows that for each of the three IBD groups,

E((Y
"
®Y

#
)% rπ)¯ 12(var(Y)®covπ)# ; E((Y

"
®Y

#
)# rπ)¯ 2(var(Y)®covπ)¯var(D rπ), with covπ ¯

f #πq#. At the population level, the expectations of the unconditional moments are, E(Y
"
®Y

#
)#¯

3Pπ ²2(var(Y)®covπ)´¯var(D), and E(Y
"
®Y

#
)%¯ 3Pπ ²12(var(Y)®covπ)#´, with Pπ ¯ "

%
, "
#
and "

%
, for

π¯ 0, "
#
and 1, i.e. the simple Mendelian proportions of sibs sharing 0, 1, or 2 alleles IBD. After some

algebra the variance of the squared difference simplifies to,

var(Y
"
®Y

#
)#¯var(D#)¯ 8r#(1®f #)(7}2)q%. (A2)

For a fixed diallelic QTL, the individual terms E(Y
"
®Y

#
)% and E(Y

"
®Y

#
)# were calculated using the

results in Table 3. After some tedious algebra, it follows that, E(Q
"
®Q

#
)%¯ q%(3}21}(2p(1®p))),

E(Y
"
®Y

#
)%¯E(Q

"
®Q

#
)%12r#(q#r#), and

var(Y
"
®Y

#
)#¯ 8r#(1®f #)["

#
1}²2p(1®p)´]q%. (A3)

Unless the proportion of variance explained by the QTL is large, equations (A2) and (A3) indicate

that the variance of the squared of the sib-pair difference is similar for a random and fixed QTL.

Variance of S#

For the variance of the squared mean-corrected sum,

var((Y
"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ))#¯ E[(Y

"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ)]%®²E[ (Y

"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ)]#´#. (A4)

As with the squared difference, the second terms in [A4] are the same for random and fixed QTLs,

and are, E[(Y
"
®µ

"
)(Y

#
®µ

#
)]#¯var(S)¯ 2(1f #"

#
q#). For the random QTL model,

E((Y
"
®µ

"
)(Y

#
®µ

#
)])%¯3Pπ²12(var(Y)covπ)#´, and,

var(S#)¯ 8(1f #)(1q#f #)(7}2)q%. (A5)

Comparing (A5) to (A2) shows that the variance of the squared sum is, as expected, always larger

than the variance of the squared difference. For the fixed QTL, the relevant terms were calculated

from Table III and the resulting variance can be expressed as

var(S#)¯ 8(1f #)(1q#f #)"
#
[9}²p(1®p)´®47]q%. (A6)

The second terms of (A5) and (A6) are equal for an allele frequency of p¯ "
#
³o3}6, i.e. for p¯

0±2113 or p¯ 0±7887. The largest difference between (A5) and (A6) is obtained for p¯ "
#
. However,

unless the QTL has a large effect, the variance of the mean-corrected squared sum of the sib-pair

observations is similar for a random and fixed QTL model.

Variance of CP

For the variance of the squared mean-corrected cross-product,

var((Y
"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ))¯E[(Y

"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ)]#®²E[(Y

"
®µ)(Y

#
®µ)]´#. (A7)
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As with the squared difference, the second terms in [A7] are the same for random and fixed QTLs,

and are, E[(Y
"
®µ

"
)(Y

#
®µ

#
)]¯ cov(Y

"
, Y

#
) ¯ f #"

#
q#. For the random QTL, we use from the

bivariate normal distribution that, E[(Y
"
®µ)#(Y

#
®µ)#) rπ)]¯ ( f #q#r#)#2(covπ)#, which, after

taking the weighted average over the three IBD groups and subtracting the square of the covariance

term, results in,

var(CP)¯ 1f #(1®r#)"
#
q%. (A8)

For the fixed QTL, the entries in Table 3 were used, giving,

var(CP)¯ 1f #(1®r#)"
#
[(2p®1)#}(2p(1®p))]q%. (A9)

Contrasting (A8) and (A9) results in the same values for the allele frequency to obtain equal variances

of the cross-products (p¯ "
#
³o3}6), and the same value (p¯ "

#
) to obtain their largest difference.

 

Old versus New Haseman–Elston method

From the results in the main text (Equations (5) to (7)), and the variances of squared sib-pair

differences and mean-corrected crossproducts (Appendix I, Equations (A2) and (A8)), we can derive

when the test statistic under the new HE approach (i.e. regression of CP on proportion IBD) is larger

than the test statistic under the old HE method (regression of D# on proportion IBD),

E(T
D

#
)¯E(T

CP
)5 [8r#(1®f #)(7}2)q %]¯ 4[1f #(1®r#)"

#
q%].

When parameterised in q# and f #, this results in

q#¯ (4}3)(2®f #)®(2}3)[4f #(4®f #)20]"/#. (B1)

Figure 1 shows this equality, and highlights the areas for which using the trait CP is superior to using

D#. For q#! 0, f #¯ 2®o3¯ 0±27 (see also Sham & Purcell, 2001). For ease of comparison, the values

on the x-axis are in (f #"
#
q#), which is the population sib correlation under an additive QTL model,

and also the correlation between dizygotic (r
DZ

) twin pairs.
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